
Streaming 
Enterprise Analytics
Platform (SEAP) 
B

 ■ Automates business processes for 
greater efficiency and productivity

 ■ Scales to support numerous use-cases 
across the enterprise including dynamic 
digital experiences

 ■ Adapts to each organisation’s unique 
enterprise architecture due to its 
compatibility with various on-premise 
and off-premise technologies

 ■ Enables cutting edge technologies 
reliant upon real-time data and 
insights, to deliver the promise and 
benefits of innovation.

Benefits
A

 ■ Ingests and analyses any type of 
unstructured data in a streaming format 
or in batch process saving valuable time 
and resources

SEAP 
C
SEAP provides the foundation for digitising the enterprise via realtime data ingestion 
and processing in order to create actionable insights. The platform enables the 
analysis of structured and unstructured data using AI and machine learning to extract 
intelligence that supports positive actions for various use cases across the enterprise.
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A
The need to modernise existing 
business processes to enhance 
service offering capabilities is now 
imperative to growth and profitability.

A major challenge financial services 
institutions face is the consumption 
and utilisation of increasingly vast 
amounts of data. All the while, 
extracting meaningful insights is 
becoming more complicated as 
the proportion of unstructured 
data also increases. 

The right strategy, architecture, 
and platforms needed to leverage 
intelligence from the increased 
flow of information is essential to 
staying competitive in the new 
digital landscape. 

Powering the

intelligent digital 

enterprise
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ConsumeStructured data

 ■ RDBMS feed

 ■ CSV feed

 ■ TXT feed

 ■ JSON

 ■ XML

Unstructured  
data

 ■ Emails

 ■ Logs

 ■ Documents

 ■ PDF’s

 ■ Images

 ■ Audio

 ■ GPS

Clean and 
transform Advanced 

analytics
Action

AI/ML AI/ML

Archive Intelligence store

Shaping  
the future
of digital  
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Artificial 
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